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Classroom Solutions That Really Work

Donna Lamkin, Associate Trainer, CTE

Time To Teach. Empowering teachers, inspiring students, and raising test scores. Teach with passion and manage with compassion. This program offers proven strategies to increase student scores, expand parental support, and improve teacher job satisfaction—all while significantly reducing office referrals. Easily reclaim thousands of hours formerly lost to matters of discipline. This program is research-based, classroom tested and successful.

Classroom management has been rated as the most important variable to building and sustaining a high achieving classroom and Time To Teach offers the most powerful classroom management strategies available anywhere. The evidence-based strategies support positive behavioral interventions, and support nearly all other disciplines and academic programs. These strategies help schools improve the success of all academic programs.

Time To Teach will expand learning and enhance efficacy of academic and behavioral programs that are already in use. The strategies are effective in the classroom and have been demonstrated to promote systemic cultural change school-and district-wide. Schools that have had a Time To Teach Training report significant increases in student scores across the curriculum and significant decreases in discipline challenges building-wide. This program helps teachers to establish a discipline system that empowers teachers to positively manage behaviors in their classrooms—rather than sending them to the office.

Time To Teach leaves nothing to chance. It shows teachers how to
• Firmly, but fairly, carry out disciplinary action
• Maintain a steady, calm mental set for classroom management
• Arrange the classroom environment for maximum student performance
• Build and maintain strong student and teacher relationships
• Teach-to and enforce classroom and school rules and procedures
• Increase student on-task time by many hours per week

RESEARCH-BASED AND FIELD TESTED

USED BY ALL ON-NOTICE SCHOOLS IN IDAHO

USED SUCCESSFULLY FOR MANY YEARS AT WASHINGTON ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL IN CHATTANOOGA, TN

USED AND ADAPTED FOR SEVERAL CLASSES IN GA LOTTERY-FUNDED PRE-K 2011-12
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